
 
 

 

 

Election Charts 
A Real Game-Changer! 

. 

 

 

 

Comparison of State Voting Charts – Involving Republican and Democrat VPR Regression Analysis:  A new and 

much better methodology of analyzing election results using the Voter Participation Rate (VPR) has recently been 

released that gives additional insight into the 2020 General Election and will greatly help in analyzing the upcoming 

2024 election.  This methodology is the result of the combined efforts of Dr. S. Stanley Young (professor of statistics at 

NCSU) and Billy Parker, both of Raleigh, NC.  For a detailed discussion of this new methodology and info about the 

regression analysis charts, please see the website of www.ForFreeAndFairElections.com.  But first, we have some 

really exciting news. 
 

Update Involving the Atlanta Trump Trial – A NC Connection:  Team member, Dr. Stan Young, as an expert 

witness, entered into the court-record involving the trial of Donald J. Trump and the other co-defendants in Atlanta, 

Georgia many of the election charts (the more important ones) that you see here in this document.  He did this on 

December 6, 2023 which was the deadline for discovery.  When asked about this recently, Dr. Young sent us back the 

following message:  “The material is in the hands of the Atlanta lawyer. I've talked to him briefly. He is very busy 

with various filings. My impression is that he is on top of things and knowledgeable. But there are a lot of things. 

Many things have come out in favor of his client; ours is only part of what is becoming known. All of our material is 

now on the record. At a min, the other side has much to deal with. At a max, they are dead.”  This is really important 

news, because this data and new methodology of analyzing election results may be our best chance yet to show the 

unusualness of the 2020 General Election – and to show that Donald Trump  had good cause and a reasonable belief that  

the election was possibly “stolen.” 

What are these charts and why are they important?  In a brief synopsis, we have taken the election results for every 

election cycle for the past 75 years and measured them against the total population in order to show a historical trend; 

and then we measured that against a regression analysis line.  The results are pretty incredible, to say the least.  It needs 

to be noted, however, this is a rather simple concept that we have done – there is nothing magical or complicated about 

it.  We are only taking the official election results provided by the government and dividing them by the U.S. Census 

numbers in order to get a percentage; and then plotting those percentages out on a piece of paper to provide for a 

historical record of the various cycles.   

     In our analysis, we measure the level of voting by the public with what we call the Voter Participation Rate (VPR).  

For instance, the population can double over time, but the level of voting (the VPR) – expressed as a percentage of the 

total population, should remain similar from cycle to cycle. 

     On the charts provided here in this document and on our website, you will see both “Blue” dots and circles and “Red” 

dots and circles.  The blue ones are the actual VPR data points plotted.  The red ones are data points calculated and 

derived as part of a Linear Regression.  And on our website, we show four (4) charts per state of the different types of 

VPRs.  Those 4 are: a Total VPR, Republican VPR, Democrat VPR, and a 3
rd

 Party/Other VPR chart.  The Total VPR 

Chart represents the combined activity of all voters and of all parties.  The 3
rd

 Party/Other Chart is usually a non-factor 

in many election cycles, and was so in 2020.  Most activity in an election cycle, however, is mostly shown on the two 

individual charts of the two major political parties.  For comparison analysis purposes, and having limited space 

available, we are therefore exhibiting here on this document only the two (2) charts involving the Republican VPR and 

Democrat VPR.  For information on all 4 charts per state, and to learn more about the Trend Line used along with the 

Tolerance Bounds, and all the other aspects of the charts, go to the homepage of www.ForFreeAndFairElections.com.    

     We believe the best way to show the unusualness of the 2020 election is by the comparison of state data and charts – 

comparing one party to another and one state to another.  Throughout this document, you will see rows of charts, some 

pages with only one row and other pages with two rows.  (Because of the limitation of space, but wanting to have the 

charts  big enough for proper  viewing,  two rows is the maximum per page.)   Each row represents a selected state.  And  
 

 

  
 
 

North Carolina (South, South Atlantic region):  The Democrat vote is very questionable.  Why was the Democrat vote in 2020 such a huge outlier – not only the highest level in history but way above the Tolerance Bound – unusual even 

compared to the Democrat voting level of other states?  The Republican vote is somewhat questionable as well, being an outlier and above both possible methods of analysis.  Why was there NO offsetting of the vote by either party in 2020?   
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each row has two charts – one for the Republicans and one for the Democrats representing the party VPR patterns for 

that state.  We have produced the finished product involving the chart data for six (6) states; these are the ones with all 

the “overlays” including the column strips (light-green and white) identifying election cycles from 1948 to 2020.  We 

have included another sixteen (16) states where the overlay data is incomplete (without the light-green and white strip 

columns, for instance).  Because there is a tremendous need to understand what happened in 2020, we are exhibiting the 

charts on all twenty-two (22) states where we have complete or partial charting information.  (It takes upwards of 25 

hours to produce the data/charts/analysis for each state – as shown on the website.  See later in this text more about 

production status and of this time requirement.) 

     The states are ranked and categorized in clusters in this chart document – based upon major regions of the country, 

like the West, Midwest, South, and Northeast; and then further categorized by the sub-regions.  (See Map to the Right.)  

This will allow for easier comparison of charts for neighboring states.  And since there is much concern with and the 

trial taking place in Georgia, we are starting with the sub-region of the South Atlantic as part of the South Region being 

first in the presentation of the state charts.    
 

Things to be Noted about the Charts:  It is our highest hope that this new methodology and the VPR data will be 

discussed and debated by people on both sides of the political aisle.  And we at For Free And Fair Elections are not the 

arbitrators of truth in presenting this data; everything should be discussed and debated.  For instance, the data points 

from 1948 and up to only 2000 are used to predict the trend line moving forward after 2000.  We did this because we 

noticed a major divergence in voting patterns following the 2000 election.  Since all trends have a beginning and an end, 

this voting pattern change may simply be a case of one trend ending and another beginning, instead of data points being 

cast as an “outlier” to a possible previous trend.  But the other side of the coin should be considered as well.  If this 

divergence is the result of a new trend, then why do we see it only with the Democrats in only certain states, but don’t 

necessarily see it with the Republicans?  Other things that might be up for debate are the adjustment used for the 

Tolerance Bounds.  With the tolerance being used, they usually include within the bounds of around 75% of the VPR 

data points.  This might be debatable and  thus need to include more or less  than this percentage amount.   What is NOT  

 
 

in dispute or up for debate, however, is the core data being used for analysis to produce the charts – which is believed to 

be rock solid!  It is the result of verifiable election results and census data produce by the U.S. government.  (But there 

might be some concern about the truthfulness of the data being provided by the government!) 

     And it is  important to NOT read too much into  the Linear Regression (the “Red” dots and circles) and the Tolerance 
 

 

  
 
 

Georgia (South, South Atlantic region):  For the Democrat chart, notice the level which Biden was above the Tolerance Bound – at a level similar to Jimmy Carter as Georgia’s “Favorite Son” in 1976.  Biden was even at a higher voting 

level than Obama in 2008.  Why was Biden so popular in Georgia???  And with the Republican vote, is it possible that it maxes out at around 23% (possibly the reason why it is below the middle Trend Line)???    
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Bounds.  Because in a sense, they are only visual aids to help in the analysis of the primary data – the actual VPR data 

points (the “Blue” dots and circles).  

     Many people believe the 2020 election was possibly “fraudulent.”  It is important to note that statistics alone does not 

prove “fraud;” statistics only shows the need to further investigate for the possibility for fraud.  Therefore, these 

regression analysis charts DO NOT prove election fraud; but rather, they only show the possible unusualness of an 

election cycle.  There is separation from knowing the cause and the observation of the unusualness.  Only a full forensic 

audit can prove election fraud!  And only YOU, using this data and viewing these charts, can make the determination if 

you believe the elections are “fraudulent” in your state and others.  

     And while one is not able to prove fraud with statistics alone, what we are able to do with these charts is to show 

beyond a doubt that something very unusual is in fact happening to our elections.  Just look at the Democrat VPR charts 

and compare them to the Republicans – it is clearly evident that the Democrats are doing something different.  Even 

comparing the Democrat charts for one state to the Democrat charts to another, one will notice significantly different 

voting patterns in the level of voting.  One might even ask, why are the Democrat VPR data points for the most recent 

cycles, but for only certain states, so far and above their Tolerance Bound, for instance?  Isn’t this possibly the result of 

cheating?  At a minimum, the leaders of the two political parties, mainly the Democrats – but the Republicans possibly 

too, have a little explaining to do involving the unusualness of the voting patterns in a number of states.  
 

Making Your Own Analysis:  Comparing the charts of one state to that of other states is the best method of analysis.  

We encourage everyone to analyze and study the charts and make up your own minds as to what the data means.  We 

have come to a conclusion, however, that there are multiple ways of analyzing the VPR data points on the charts.  One 

involves the use of the Linear Regression – involving the “Red” dots and circles (what you currently see with the 

charts).  This along with the drawn-in Tolerance Bounds, is just one of numerous possible means of analyzing the core 

data (the “Blue” dots and circles on the charts).  One might want to simply ignore the Regression Line and compare the 

current VPR data point to any of the previous points; for instance, comparing the current voting level to the previous 

highest level achieved in  election-cycle history – this too is a method of analyzing the data.   And it is important for one  

to realize that there are a number of assumptions, which may be correct or incorrect, in the use of the Regression Line. 

For instance, there are mathematical assumptions of linear regression, e.g., the best-fit line minimizes the sum of the 

squared deviation of the points to the line.  And as noted above, there is the subjective decision of using the data points 

between 1948 and up to only 2000 to predict the Regression Line moving forward after 2000.  And we have even come 

to consider that this method of analysis is lacking in recognizing when the level of party vote becomes “maxed out” as a 

percentage of the population.  Thus, there are inherent advantages and disadvantages in the method that we have chosen 

to analyze the VPR data.  We do, however, believe comparing the VPR data points (the “Blue” dots and circles) to the 

Regression Line (the “Red” dots and circles) is a very helpful visualization for understanding voting history; but in the 

end, you will have to make the decision for yourself as to the best method in figuring out what is actually happening to 

our elections.  There is no absolute right or wrong way of analyzing this data.  But at least with the “Blue” dots and 

circles, we can give a visual representation of our elections, and this is the most important point.    

     If however you are like most people, you will probably want to make analysis WITH the use of the Linear 

Regression along with the Tolerance Bounds.  And if this is the case, then we thought it might be helpful though to point 

out and make note of a couple of specific anomalies that we have noticed in using this method of analysis:   
   

     One of the first anomalies that we have noticed is involving this most recent cycle of 2020.  There seems to be NO 

“offsetting” of the vote from one side to the other for many of the states – where you see the political pendulum 

swinging from side-to-side and see large margins.  Trump does very well in these states, but there is no “offsetting” of 

the vote by the other party.  Historically, we see this “offsetting” (with the losing party) when one party does so well that 

their data point is above the Upper Tolerance Bound.  The best example of this was with the landslide victory of Nixon 

in 1972 against his Democrat challenger, McGovern; in fact, we saw some of the largest margins ever in that election 

(without a sizable increase in the overall Total VPR – it held steady).  Nixon was above his Upper Tolerance Bound, and 

there was an opposite swing in the vote with McGovern being below his Lower Tolerance Bound, almost by an equal 

amount of distance – we saw this state after state with the individual party VPR charts.  We saw the same thing happen 

with many (but not all) states involving the Democrat landslide victory in 1964 between Johnson versus Goldwater.  We   
 

 

 

  
 
 

Florida (South, South Atlantic region):  With the Democrat chart, Biden was within the Tolerance Bound and was at a similar level as Obama in 2008.  With the Republican chart, Trump was also within his Bound and was at a similar voting level of 

Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984.  One will have to decide for themselves if there was a problem in Florida during 2020.   One possible concern is that there was NO offsetting of the vote by either party compared to the Trend Line.  
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also saw a similar swing involving an “offsetting” of votes, but not necessarily to this extent, in the 1984 election 

between Reagan versus Mondale.  Reagan was significantly above his Tolerance Bound; and while most charts do NOT 

show Mondale below the Lower Tolerance Bound (as with the case of McGovern), he was in fact below his party Trend 

Line, somewhere between there and the Lower Tolerance Bound.  

     This “offsetting” rule, however, seems to apply only when support for the winning side is so strong that it pushes the 

data point clearly above and beyond the Upper Tolerance Bound – making for an Outlier.  But when one side performs 

only above average, where they might just come close to or at their Upper Tolerance, then we don’t necessarily see this 

visual offsetting move by the other party – it seems to only happen when one side is significantly above the bound.  The 

election cycle of 2020, however, breaks all rules!  (We only see this rule happening in 2020 for a few of the Red states.) 
 

     The second thing we have noticed involves a theory of mine, regarding voting patterns.  While the political make-up 

as a percentage of the voting electorate may be different in the various states – more Republicans than Democrats and 

vice versa, the chart patterns for the individual parties should be similar, state after state, especially for states in the same 

region of the country.  There are, however, nuances caused by local politics for some particular states.  Also, the long- 

term trend may be of an incline or decline nature for the various states.  But for the individual party VPR data points 

with regards to the Linear Regression along with the Tolerance Bounds, then that should exhibit a similar pattern for 

states in the same region.   

     When it comes to the Democrats regarding vote patterns, they are all over the board in 2020.  They are slightly above 

the Upper Tolerance Bound in some states; and in others like NC, AZ, CA, and NV, they are substantially (way) above 

the Tolerance Bound, to the point of being a huge outlier.  Yet in some Red states, the Democrats are below the trend 

line, along the Lower Tolerance Bound.  Even the Republicans don’t escape this criticism.  We find it a bit unusual how 

much Trump was above the Upper Tolerance Bound for certain states such as PA, NV, MI, and even WI.  So there 

might have been possibly some illegal vote harvesting by the Republicans too in those states – right along with the 

Democrats.   

     I personally have grave concerns over the state of GA and my home state of NC.  For Georgia, notice the level at 

which Biden is above the Upper Tolerance Bound – to a level similar to that of Jimmy Carter as Georgia’s “Favorite 

Son” in 1976 (and even higher than Obama in 2008).  Why was Biden so popular in Georgia???  Could it have possibly 

been election fraud taking place in that state for the 2020 election???  And for North Carolina, the chart pattern for the 

Democrat VPR regarding the last few election cycles looks really strange as compared to the Democrat pattern for most 

other states.  Then too, consider that out of a total of 2.7 million Democrat ballots cast for 2020 in NC, there was One 

(1) Million, of which, is categorized as the “Vote Difference” number – off of their Trend Line.  Isn’t that peculiar??? 
 

In the end, one needs to make analysis and look at things in terms of both “With” the Regression Line and “Without.”  If 

the current data point for a particular state is both an Outlier – above the Upper Tolerance Bound (“With” the 

Regression Line), and is also the highest level ever achieved in history (looking at things “Without” the Regression 

Line), then there might be a problem of voter integrity in your state.  But again, only you can make that determination 

with this data.  Remember, these charts do not prove or disprove election fraud; but rather, only the unusualness of an 

election cycle.  
 

Potentials for this type of Data/Charts:  The regression charts you see is for only that office of President and for only 

the state charts produced so far.  It would be interesting to see the charts for all 50 states.  And there were many 

questions about races involving other elected offices such as Governor, Senator, and a variety of other state held offices.  

This methodology can be employed in all those situations to see if anything unusual happened.  Also, there seems to be 

election problems mainly in certain areas, like your metropolitan cities of a state.  With there being over 3,000 counties 

in the United States, this methodology of analyzing election results can be brought down to the county level.  The 

potentials are great with this new methodology! 
   

Upwards of 25 Hours to produce final Chart Data:  It takes somewhere between 20 and 25 hours, per state, to do 

things from start to finish  for what you see with the final product  involving the state charts, as exhibited on the website.   
 

 

SC – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                             SC – Democrat VPR:  

  
 
 

South Carolina (South, South Atlantic region):  With the Republican vote, note the sharp incline of the long-term Trend Line; this might possibly explain the increase level of voting for 2020 versus the previous high levels of 2004 – 2016 

(even higher than Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984).  With the Democrat vote, note Biden was at a higher level than even what Obama achieved in 2008.  One will have to decide for themselves if there is a problem in South Carolina.   
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Of this time requirement, about 8 to 10 hours is involved in the collection of data regarding the VPR data points on the 

charts.  Using North Carolina as an example, this data is collected and put into a formatted table as exhibited to the right.  

All of the state charts on the website have a link to this type data for the subject state.   

     A lot of time is spent just in the collection of this data and putting it in sequential order to show a trend, to where it 

actually makes sense.  While this data is out in the public domain, it is not organized in such a way as shown with the 

exhibited table; and a lot of work has to be done, often by hand, in order to get the data in this particular order.  For a 

further description of all that is involved in this process, again please visit the homepage of the website.  This resource 

of time (between 8 to 10 hours) will continue in order to collect data for other elected offices and for other type of 

political jurisdictions, like at the county level.  Until we get things automated and computerized, this is basically the 

constraint that we must learn to live with.  But the good news is that we have this data-collecting work already done 

basically for the office of President for all 50 states – ready to go to produce the regression charts.  So now, it only takes 

between 12 to 15 hours to produce the final product for future state charts – as you see them now on the website.  In 

getting this work out in the future, we are, however, dealing with both time and financial constraints.  There doesn’t 

seem to be enough of either. 
 

Other Possible Analysis:  A lot of analysis can be extracted from the data collected and associated with the Formatted 

Tables – in addition to these regression charts.  It should be noted, however, the two VPR charts, per state, as provided 

in this document are based upon just the data that comes from the two columns of “Rep.” and “Dem.” under the section 

of “% of Pop. Who Voted.”  There are other possibilities for analysis involving this data too, and regression analysis can 

be done for nearly any of the other columns associated with the tables.  (See our website for the reason why we settled 

on charting only the four VPR columns per state.)   

     Another thing we have found extremely interesting in considering this data is the rate of increase in the number of 

ballots cast versus the increase in the population for the various states.  One might think it should be close to a one-to-

one ratio, with both increasing at nearly the same rate  –  if elections were free and fair.  But this ratio is not what we are  

 
(For a larger table – better for detailed analysis, along with an example of the calculated Linear Regression data, as shown on 

the website, see Page 16 of this document.) 
 

 

 

  
 
 

Tennessee (South, East–South Central region):  With the Republican vote, Trump was slightly above the Upper Tolerance Bound – similar situation to Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984.  With the Democrat vote, Biden was along the 

Lower Tolerance Bound, as we see with a number of other “Red” states.  Also note that there was an offsetting of the vote between the two parties – what one would expect to see when one side (Trump) does very well.   
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finding at the state level since 2000, for the vast majority of states.  Take for instance of my home state of North 

Carolina:  Since 2000, the rate of increase in the number of ballots cast has increased by 89.77%; but during this same 

period, the population has increased by only 29.69%.  When you divide the two numbers, you get a ratio of 3.02.  Think 

about it, the rate of ballots cast has increased by three (3) times as fast as the population has increased.  And during the 

previous 20 year period of 1980 to 2000, the ratio was only 1.54.  So doesn’t the most recent 20 years of it being 3 Times 

sound a bit peculiar or out-of-whack – possibly an indicator of election fraud?  We thus decided to take a look at all 50 

states for this recent 20 year period.  Below are the ratios for all 50 states, plus DC, listed in alphabetical order. 
 

 

AL – 3.04 

AK – 1.53  

AZ – 2.49 

AR – 2.55 

CA – 3.56 

CO – 2.54 

CT – 4.24 

DE – 2.05 

DC – 3.44  

FL – 2.46 

GA – 3.00 

HI – 2.79 

ID – 1.73 

IL – 8.59 

IN – 3.27 

IA – 3.17  

KS – 3.02 

KY – 3.34 

LA – 5.13 

ME – 3.75 

MD – 3.00 

MA – 3.20 

MI – 22.06 

MN – 2.15  

MS – 7.84 

MO – 2.82 

MT – 2.32 

NE – 2.55 

NV – 2.36  

NH – 3.63 

NJ – 4.11 

NM – 3.31 

NY – 4.03 

NC – 3.02 

ND – 1.20 

OH – 6.58 

OK – 1.79 

OR – 2.30 

PA – 6.93  

RI – 5.68 

SC – 2.96 

SD – 1.93 

TN – 2.19 

TX – 1.93 

UT – 2.00 

VT – 4.41 

VA – 2.86 

WA – 2.09 

WV – -27.93 

WI – 2.72 

WY – 1.59 

 

U.S. – 2.83 

 

 

.  

     As one can see from these ratios, they range from 1.20 for ND on the low end, and up to 22.06 for MI on the high end 

(and based on absolute values, it is 27.93 for WV).  The median ratio for the various states (with DC included) is 3.00 

for GA.  West Virginia actually has a negative ratio, because they had slightly negative population growth over the 20 

year period.  And for the nation as a whole, the ratio is 2.83. 

     While these ratios are in fact a helpful indicator of how our elections have changed for the various states, caution 

should be used in its use, especially considering how the number is derived.  What we have come to realize is the ratio 

can be much skewed with states that had very little population growth or states with slight negative growth as with WV.  

And caution should also be used in believing the ratio might be an indicator for election fraud.  There are in fact a 

number of factors  as to why the level of voting has increased so dramatically  –  which are listed on our website and  can  

 

also be found with the table on Page 19 of this document.  But still, with the typical state experiencing the amount of 

ballots cast increasing at a rate of around 3 Times the rate of population growth for this most recent 20 year period, we 

believe this is an alarming statistic and should be a concern involving election integrity. 
 

General Commentary (by Billy Parker):   
 

There are actually Three (3) different Approaches of using the Voter Participation Rate (VPR) to determine if 

elections are free and fair.  These Election Charts involving the VPR data points represent just one of the three available 

approaches – see our website for all three.  One very interesting method is the Margin and Pivot Approach.  There is a 

high correlation between Winning Percentages and Margins – high Winning Percentages are normally associated with 

high Margins.  But the election cycle of 2020 seems to be the exception.  Taking the Winning Percentages achieved by 

Donald Trump – which were at historic highs for many of the states, then his Margins should have been far greater than 

realized.  It should have been a complete blow-out election for Donald Trump, based upon this approach.  This is just 

another reason why the results from the 2020 election are very questionable and represent an anomaly. 
 

Regarding “election fraud,” people often get so focused on that one issue that they fail to see the bigger picture as to 

how our elections are being altered and manipulated – for instance with Government changing election laws or like Big 

Tech using algorithms to alter the type of news stories you see on the computer.  They are ALL having an effect on the 

outcome of our elections!  We have actually indentified at least eight (8) different forces that are altering and 

manipulating our elections.  (Again, see the list on our website and/or Page 19 of this document.)  I personally believe 

that “election fraud” makes up only about 20% to 30% of the overall problem that we are seeing with our elections.  

Basically what is happening is the Democrat Party has registered a bunch of new segments of the population, who 

traditionally did not participate in the electoral process in the past.  These new people are mainly made up of the welfare 

state (so they are going to vote for the continuation of the welfare state, no matter who is running or who has the best 

ideas).  Then the Democrats utilize vote harvesting schemes (which is a form of election fraud, I believe) to either 

gather up these new voters  to take to the polls (by the bus load)  and/or  gather up their absentee ballots.   We know this  
 

 

KY – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                             KY – Democrat VPR:  

  
 

Kentucky (South, East–South Central region):  The Republican vote might be questionable.  Why was the Republican vote in 2020 such a huge outlier – not only significantly above the Upper Tolerance Bound but higher than any 

previous level ever achieved?  And if the Republican vote was legitimate, then why is there NO offsetting of the vote by the Democrats?  Both parties may be suspect in this case. 
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because there has been an unusual increase in the Voter Participation Rate (VPR) in election cycles mainly since 2000 

(some current trend-shifts go as far back as 1984).  So taking a look at EVERYTHING is very important. 
 

Another issue that I would like for you to be aware of is all the work that has gone into this research (which is on-going 

and seems to never end).  People just don’t realize how much time, money, and effort that Dr. Young and I have 

invested in analyzing the 2020 election.  Before coming together to work on the regression analysis charts, we both have 

probably logged in about 5,000 unpaid man-hours each over the past 3 years in putting out the various reports that we 

both wrote and/or were a co-author.  Go to the Article, Reports & Video web page or the Bio section at the bottom of the 

Homepage for a list of these reports (also see the last page of this document – Page 20). 

     Many people think this election integrity and research work that I’ve done is just a hobby and that I’m doing it in my 

“retirement.”  No, this is not the case whatsoever.  While my financial situation is a little different from my associate, I 

actually fall into the category of the “working poor” in this county and probably never will be able to “retire.” (I like to 

think of myself as just “broke” instead of being “poor” – because I have had money before, and being “poor” is really 

part of just a permanent state of mind.)  This work involving our research isn’t cheap either.  There are all kinds of bills 

associated with this work.  I am constantly spending my last “nickel and dime” on printing and gas for visiting my 

fellow citizenry in central and eastern North Carolina in order to try to educate them about how our elections are being 

altered and manipulated.  I do this work because it is a labor-of-love – having finally found something that is 

commensurate with my talents and level of education, and it is something I enjoy doing.  I also want to do what I can to 

stop the tyranny that I see taking place in our country.  People walk around wringing their hands about the situation we 

all face and wondering what they can do about it.  Well, Dr. Young and I are actually doing something and trying to 

make a difference.  (John Droz, Jr., Major Dave, Jim Womack, and others here in North Carolina are doing wonderful 

work also.) 
 

I want these regression analysis charts and data to be discussed and debated by the public.  Stopping the great cove-up 

about what really happened and getting to the bottom of that damn election is important, in my opinion.  One thing that I 

have discovered  is that if there  is such a thing as  “polarization,”  then it actually exists  between the metropolitan areas 

and the small cities and towns in the country.  I find people, on average, are totally different in rural versus urban areas.  

The people who live in the smaller cities and out in the rural areas are trending towards the Republicans.  But the people 

in the big cities are not only trending towards the Democrats but are doing so in much larger percentages.  (And I have 

data to prove it!)  I live in Raleigh, which has become a metropolitan area, but I often travel to the smaller cities and 

towns throughout central and eastern North Carolina trying to educate others as to what is really happening to our 

elections.  I will occasionally have people in these smaller areas to come up to tell me that they don’t know a single  

person who voted for Biden, but somehow he is president.  So from these people’s perspective, it absolutely had to be 

fraud.  I too believed this when I first started this journey of doing election research.  So it is important that we get to the 

bottom of what really happen in 2020; or else, this is a powder keg waiting go off.  And the Democrats need to stop their 

cover-up of the situation. 
 

I would also like to address what happened on January 6, 2021:   

     I am proud to say that I was there on that chilly winter day.  While I never entered the Capitol Building, I did stand 

outside holding up my homemade sign and protesting.  (And even if I had gone inside and just walked around the 

Rotunda, then that would have NOT been anything to be arrested for.  It is the “people’s” house and the common 

citizenry are customarily welcomed-in all the time by the security police.)     

     The Constitution gives us the specific right to “petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”  And that was 

exactly what I, along with many of my fellow citizens, were doing that day in Washington, DC.  We all knew something 

terrible had gone wrong with our elections, and we simply wanted our voices to be heard and to show our protest as to 

what was about to happen in Congress that day with a certification of Biden as president.  We should have all STOPPED 

to figure out what happened, before proceeding forward – and this is all that we were asking.  None of us was there to 

try to overthrow our government – that notion is absurd.  And if it was an “Insurrection,” then it was about the sorriest 

attempt to do so as imaginable – nearly nobody even brought arms to try to overthrow the most powerful nation on 

earth.  So how could it possibly be classified as an “Insurrection”?  No, we see through what is happening – the 

Democrats  and their allies  in the Media  and  Big Tech  are spinning this  into  something it  was NOT.   Nancy  Pelosi,  
 

 

AL – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               AL – Democrat VPR:   

  
 

Alabama (South, East–South Central region):  With the Republican vote, note the sharp incline of the long-term Trend Line; this possibly explains why the current maximum voting level of 2004 – 2020 is above the previous maximum 

level of Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984 – the Republican vote seems to max out at around 28%.  As with a number of “Red” states in 2020, the Democrat vote is along the Lower Tolerance Bound.      
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Chuck Schumer, and others were not only hoping but planning for what happened – so they could then spin it into as a 

possible insurrection, for political purposes.  Maybe now with these charts, we have the evidence to show something 

mighty strange and possibly “fraudulent” did indeed happened in that damn election.  And for all those fellow 

countrymen who are rotting away in DC jails, maybe they too can use this information in their defense.  I consider going 

to Washington on January 6 my civic duty! 
 

And yes, I believe there should be an official forensic audit, state by state, of the ballots cast during the 2020 General 

Election.  But I want to also see an audit done into how elections are being administered by the various states.  While I 

have grave concerns over such practices as drop-box usage, I also think an investigation into how Early Voting, One-

Stop Voting, and the “No-Excuse Absentee Ballots” are affecting election outcomes.  And this goes without saying, 

investigation into Vote Harvesting practices should be looked into as well.  I believe that we won’t ever have free and 

fair elections again in this country until we go back to only Precinct Voting, one-day Election Day voting, and verifiable 

Picture ID in order to vote – all of which should be done on paper ballots.  
 

If you would like to add your comments, please go to the Contact page to send a message on our website of 

www.ForFreeAndFairElection.com.  Or simply write to me (Billy) or to Stan at: 

method as a reason for having all the mail-in ballots issued – since it worked so well for them the last time. 

     But here’s something you can do:  Make printed copies of this document and give it to your friends and relatives – so 

they have proof that our elections are being altered and manipulated.  Make copies of the whole document or just the 

page involving your state charts and send it to your elected representatives on both the state and federal level.  In fact, 

writing a simple letter – putting into your own thoughts as to what is happening, along with a photo-copy of just your 

state charts is probably the best form of communication.  Let those in government know that you believe the 2020 

election was possibly “fraudulent” and that the Left will try it again in 2024.  And ask these elected people to explain 

why the voting patterns have changed so dramatically – see if they have an answer.  Even send a letter to justices on the 

U.S. Supreme Court – since they will eventually need to get involved with both what is happening with our elections 

and with the various trails involving Donald Trump.  Believe that you can make a difference! 

     And I hope you will realize also this work by me and Stan is not cheap.  It would likely cost you $15 a piece just to 

have this document of Election Charts printed in color, at a print shop, in order to hand out to your fellow citizen.  I am 

in by no means able to take on this expense alone.  I therefore appreciate all donations to my organization.  You can 

send checks to the address provided or go on-line to our website to make a donation.  Donations are, however, NOT tax 

deductible, since we are not a non-profit (yet).   

For Free And Fair Elections, LLC 

8480 Honeycutt Road, Suite 200 

Raleigh, NC  27615 
 

And Finally, a Call-to-Action:  Sadly, I don’t expect things to change much in the upcoming 2024 election.  I didn’t 

see much improvement with the 2022 Midterms.  While turnout for Midterms are a lot less than General Elections, I 

noticed still a significant level of “Out-of-Line Ballots – according to historical trends and margins” in the election of 

2022.  And I already see now at the beginning of 2024 about news reports of an increase in “respiratory illnesses” on the 

rise  and  many  institutions  are again  requiring mask wearing.   So it is obvious that the  Left  will try again  to use  this 

 

Thank-you,  

 
Billy Parker, 

American Patriot 

1-31-2024 

 

 

   

Educating Others as 

to What Is Happening 

to Our Elections 
 

 

 

MS – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                MS – Democrat VPR:      

  
 

Mississippi (South, East–South Central region):  In the past few cycles, notice how the Republican vote level is below the Lower Tolerance Bound; is it possible that the Republican vote maxes out in Mississippi at around 25%?  And as 

with a number of “Red” states, the Democrat vote was at the Lower Tolerance Bound as well - but it was at a similar level as the maximum level achieved in previous elections (Carter in 1976 & 1980, and Obama in 2008 & 2012).    
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AR – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               AR – Democrat VPR:     

  
 

Arkansas (South, West–South Central region):  The Republican vote looks normal for 2020.  The voting level was in line with the maximum level of previous elections (Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984).  And as with a number of 

“Red” states, the Democrat vote was below the Trend Line and/or the Lower Tolerance Bound.  You decide for yourself, but Arkansas seems to be conducting Free and Fair elections. 
 

 

TX – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                TX – Democrat VPR:            

  
 

Texas (South, West–South Central region):  While the Republican vote was below the Trend Line in 2020, it was within the previous maximum range of Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984.  The Democrat vote, however, is questionable.  

Not only was Biden above the Tolerance Bound, but he achieved the highest level ever at 18% (Johnson in 1964 was only at 16%).  And 2020 was a different pattern than the neighboring state of Arkansas (and even nearby Mississippi). 
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PA – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               PA – Democrat VPR:     
 

  
 

Pennsylvania (Northeast, Middle Atlantic region):  Both the Republican and Democrat votes are very questionable for the state of Pennsylvania in the 2020 election.  For the Republicans vote, why was the voting level not only an outlier 

to the Upper Tolerance Bound but the highest level ever achieved?  Similarly, why was the Democrat vote such an outlier as well?  And why was there NO offsetting of the vote by either party?    
 

 

NY – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                              NY – Democrat VPR:      

  
 

New York (Northeast, Middle Atlantic region):  For the Republican vote, note the sharp decline in the long-term Trend Line; as a consequence, not much is considered unusual about 2020 with the data point being an outlier.  For the 

Democrat vote, not only was the level of voting above the Upper Tolerance Bound, but it exceeds the level even Obama achieved in 2008.  With both parties being above their Tolerance Bound, why was there NO offsetting of the vote??? 
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NH – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                              NH – Democrat VPR:    

  
 

New Hampshire (Northeast, New England region):  While the Republican vote was above the Tolerance Bound for 2020, it was at a similar maximum level as Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984.  The Democrat vote was not only a huge 

outlier for 2020, way above the Upper Tolerance Bound, but it was at the highest level ever.  Thus, why was there NO offsetting of the vote by either party???  The Democrat vote pattern is concerning! 
 

 

OH – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                              OH – Democrat VPR:      

  
 

Ohio (Midwest, East-North Central region):  The Republican vote might be a bit questionable.  For 2020, it was not only above the Upper Tolerance Bound, but it was at the highest level ever; although, 2020 was typically higher than the 

2016 level for most states.  With the Democrat vote also being above the Upper Tolerance Bound, then why was there NO offsetting of the vote by either party??? 
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MI – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               MI – Democrat VPR:    

  
 

Michigan (Midwest, East-North Central region):  The Republican level of voting was not only above the Upper Tolerance Bound for 2020, but it was also at the highest level ever.  Similarly, this can almost be said of the Democrats as 

well (except 2020 is slightly less than 2008).  And with the Democrats, there seems to be a gap upward in the maximum level of voting in recent cycles – questionable.  And why was there NO offsetting of the vote in 2020??? 
 

 

WI – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               WI – Democrat VPR:   

  
 

Wisconsin (Midwest, East-North Central region):  Both the Republican and Democrat voting level for 2020 was at or above the Upper Tolerance Bound.  While Wisconsin was one of the battleground states in 2020, the charts do look 

better than one might have expected.  But still, one must ask why was there NO offsetting of the vote – since both parties performed so well??? 
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IA – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                                IA – Democrat VPR:    

  
 

Iowa (Midwest, West-North Central region):  The Republican vote might be a bit concerning.  It was clearly an outlier to the Upper Tolerance Bound in 2020; but in a historical context, it was below Eisenhower’s maximum level in 

1952 (and 2020 is typically above 2016 levels in most states).  The Democrat voting level for 2020 seems to be normal – typical for what we see in many “Red” states.  You decide, but Iowa seems to be conducting Free and Fair elections.    
 

 

ND – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               ND – Democrat VPR:      

  
 

 

North Dakota (Midwest, West-North Central region):  The Republican voting level for 2020 was right in line with what one would expect and was in line with the historical maximum levels of Reagan in 1984 and Eisenhower in 1952.  

There was offsetting of the vote regarding the Democrat level of voting.  North Dakota is clearly conducting Free and Fair elections!    
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ID – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                                ID – Democrat VPR:     

  
 

 

Idaho (West, Mountain region):  In a historical context, the Republican voting level for 2020 was right in line with other maximum levels of voting – Eisenhower in 1952, Reagan in 1980 and 1984, and Bush following 9/11 in 2004.  For 

the Democrat vote, note the decline in the long-term Trend Line; because of this, not much weight can be put in the fact that there was No offsetting of the vote – 2020 levels were similar to Obama’s 2008 level.   
 

 

NV – Republican VPR:                                                                                                                                                               NV – Democrat VPR:     

  
 

Nevada (West, Mountain region):  In 2020, the Republican voting level was a huge outlier to the Upper Tolerance Bound.  For the Democrat voting level, 2020 was not only a huge outlier to the Upper Tolerance Bound, but it was the 

highest level ever achieved.  Because there was NO offsetting of the vote by either party, Nevada (especially with both parties being huge outliers) seems to have a serious problem with election integrity.     
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Arizona (West, Mountain region):  In 2020 for the Republican vote, it was at similar levels as Nixon in 1972 and Reagan in 1984 – nothing seems unusual.  For the Democrats, however, they are not only an outlier to the Upper 

Tolerance Bound, but they are above, by a long shot, of any previous maximum level of voting.  The Democrats are obviously doing something different than the Republicans – and it is concerning!!!     
 

 

  
 

California (West, Pacific region):  Note the long-term decline in the Trend Line for both parties.  For the Republican voting level and in terms of the Upper Tolerance Bounds, 2020 was similar to Eisenhower in 1952, Nixon in 1972, and 

Reagan in 1984.  For the Democrats, however, they are not only an outlier to the Tolerance Bound, but they are above, by a long shot, of any previous maximum level of voting.  The Democrat vote is very concerning!!! 
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Elections  THEN Elections  NOW 
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